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Abstract—Embedded systems contain a wide variety of processors. Economical and technological factors favor systems made of
a combination of diverse but programmable processors. Software
has a longer lifetime than the hardware for which it is initially
designed. Application portability is thus of utmost importance
for the embedded systems industry.
The Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) is a rich virtualization environment for the execution of applications written
in multiple languages. CLI efficiently captures the semantics
of unmanaged languages, such as C. We investigate the use of
CLI as a deployment format for embedded systems to reconcile
apparently contradictory constraints: the need for portability, the
need for high performance and the existence of a large base of
legacy C code.
In this paper, we motivate our CLI-based compilation environment for C, and its different use scenarios. We then focus on the
specific challenges of effectively mapping the C language to CLI,
and our proposed solutions. We finally analyze the interactions
between the CLI environment and native libraries, which is of
primary importance for a practical use of the proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Complex embedded systems provide a wide range of dedicated and demanding functionalities, such as communication,
multimedia and user interface. Increasing non-recurring engineering costs of integrated circuits push manufacturers to
use a given circuit in several products. This trend makes
ASICs less attractive and favors programmable solutions [1].
Given the tight area and power constraints, it is impossible
to provide these functions using homogeneous programmable
architectures. Rather, they are composed of different subsystems, typically including a host micro-controller running the
system software, and a growing number of heterogeneous
dedicated processors, such as DSP and/or VLIW. Some studies
[2] predict that embedded systems will feature hundreds of
cores by 2020.
Each platform provider has its own proprietary solutions
and evolutions. This results is the extreme diversity of the
embedded market, making software productivity a daunting
task. Independent software vendors for embedded systems
must deal with all the combinations of target processors,
toolchains and operating systems, forcing them to restrict
their developments to niche domains, and to deal with code
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duplication, complex build and validation environments and
rigid distribution channels, reducing their productivity and
market opportunities to a big extent.
Software has a longer lifetime than hardware: many applications run on hardware that did not exist at the time they
were designed. Hardware binary compatibility comes at a
high cost, which embedded systems manufacturers can rarely
afford. These industrial trends make application portability of
utmost importance.
Our main motivation is to extend the benefits of processor
virtualization for embedded systems. In particular, we focus
on the processor virtualization aspects [3], as an independent
feature, while paying particular attention to performance and
to integration aspects with existing native or managed environments. Using a platform-neutral bytecode representation
is an opportunity for split-compilation: a first compilation
pass translates the source language into bytecode, and a
second pass converts the bytecode to native machine code.
The first pass can run aggressive analyses and encode their
results for the benefit of the second pass [4]. Thanks to this
additional information, the second pass can apply in a dynamic
environment optimizations that would be otherwise too costly.
Legacy code makes the C language mandatory in embedded
software. An additional motivation is the higher performance
that programmers can achieve in writing “low-level” C, compared to higher-level languages, managed ones in particular.
In addition, C does not require any managed environment,
reducing the run-time system to a minimum, with benefits
in terms of memory footprint and real-time responsiveness
(though possible, a JIT compiler is not strictly necessary).
This paper analyzes the interactions of the C language
with the CLI (Common Language Infrastructure) framework.
CLI is not a usual processor instruction set. It adds new
constraints (evaluation stack, strong typing), but it also opens
new opportunities in terms of features (support for unmanaged
languages) and optimizations. We address in particular portability issues and interaction with existing native environments.
Section II reviews related work. Section III presents some
alternatives to the standard static compilation flow made
possible by the design of CLI. We then go into the details
of code generation (Section IV), library issues (Section V)
and intrinsics and builtins (Section VI). Limits are described
in Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII.

Several solutions address platform virtualization. The most
notable ones are Java, LLVM and CLI. Java proposes a
partial solution to the above-mentioned problems. It defines
a bytecode-based virtual machine and a standard library. Java
Micro Edition has been widely accepted in embedded systems
to provide additional capabilities, like games for cellphones
or TV guides for set-top-boxes. However, programs written
in Java remain constrained to the host processor for the noncritical part of the application. The primary goal in the definition of the Java bytecode was to support the Java language
features, including its safeness characteristics and managed
execution environment. It is not well suited to efficiently
support unmanaged languages such as C.
LLVM [5] is a compiler framework that defines a lowlevel code representation appropriate for program analysis
and transformation. The representation is typed and languageindependent, but it as at a lower level than CLI, and it is not
meant as a deployment format. LLVM provides a C compiler.
CLI is a framework that lets applications written in highlevel languages execute on different systems, without recompilation. It is better known as the base of widespread
.NET environment. CLI supports a growing set of languages,
managed as well as unmanaged. In contrast to Java and LLVM,
CLI is an international standard [6].
We have previously shown that CLI is a convenient intermediate representation not only for code size [7] but also performance [8]. However, a robust C compiler is a prerequisite for
the adoption of this format in embedded systems, especially
to program the media part of the system.
The DotGNU Portable.NET [9] project developed a CLI
compiler for the C language. However, object files have a
non-standard format, impossible to use in a multi-vendor
environment. The execution of the binaries produced by this
compiler also requires the support of reflection, a strong
constraint for embedded systems. These aspects are further
discussed in the next section.
Lcc is a simple retargetable compiler for Standard C.
Hanson [10] describes how he targeted Lcc to CLI. He covered
most of the language and explains the reasons for his choices,
and the limitations. The port was meant more as an experiment
to stress Lcc than to produce a robust compiler.
Singer [11] describes another approach to generate CLI
from C, using GCC. His implementation starts from the GCC
RTL representation and suffers from the loss of high level
information. As the title suggests, this is a feasibility study
that can handle only toy benchmarks.
We have presented a more mature port of the GCC compiler
[12]. It generates correct code for the C99 standard and is
publicly available. The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
1) we present our solutions to code generation challenges;
2) we analyze the interactions between CLI and the native
libraries necessarily present on a real system;
3) we show the limits of portability of the bytecode representation.
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III. A C USTOMIZABLE CLI- BASED C OMPILATION F LOW
A. Compilation Scenarios
CLI offers several options to introduce flexibility and optimization opportunities at different stages of the compilation
flow. Our implementation leaves all options open. Consider
Fig.1. At any stage of the compilation process, we have the
choice to either produce native binaries, or to keep the code in
CLI format, deferring native code generation to a later stage.
The decision of which specific scenario is preferable depends
on the context, such as distribution format requirements,
availability or not of CLI support in the target device, realtime requirements, and possibly others.
This approach also smoothly integrates in existing build
systems, such as multi-level Makefiles, by adhering to the
traditional separate compilation model and using familiar
tools: compiler, assembler, linker. . .
a) CLI as compiler internal format: as shown in [8],
using CLI as a compiler middle-level intermediate representation does not introduce any performance penalty due to loss
of information. In particular, we showed that the GCC internal
representation can be dumped to CLI and then re-generated in
order to proceed with the normal GCC native compilation flow.
Besides proving the suitability of CLI to effectively represent
the C semantics, this configuration decouples the implementation of compiler middle-level optimization frameworks from
a specific compiler internal representation (see (1) in Fig.1).
We use this configuration in the context of MPSoC systems
to map software components to processors [13]. We apply coarse-grain transformations to component-based C input
specifications, such as component merging and optimization
of local communications, directly on the CLI format, rather
than using adhoc compiler representations.
b) CLI for link-time, whole program optimization:
separate CLI assemblies are linked together to form CLI
executables. Once linked, a CLI executable contains all the
application modules code in a format that is well suited for
further transformation, opening the door to whole program
analysis and optimization (see (2) in Fig.1). This is especially
convenient when modules are written in different languages.
c) CLI as distribution format: CLI has been defined as a
processor-independent distribution format, alleviating the burden of using different toolchains for different target processors.
As already highlighted, processor virtualization is particularly
welcome in embedded systems, due to the large variety of
target processors. In order to exploit CLI as a processorindependent distribution format, the target platform needs to

provide CLI support. In the specific case of our C compilation
flow, the generated CLI does not need any virtual machine
support for managed features. The required CLI support is
reduced to the usual C runtime and possibly a JIT compiler,
used in either one of the following configurations on the target
devices:
• install-time: at application install time, the CLI executable is compiled once and for all into native code, and
stored as such in the device permanent (Flash) memory.
This is the most JIT-friendly configuration, since the
compilation time is visible only during installation.
• load-time: the distributed CLI code is kept in CLI format
in the device’s permanent memory, and translated by the
JIT compiler into native code at application load time. In
this configuration the whole application is compiled into
native at once. The advantage is that, once the application
is loaded, it is not impacted by the execution of the
JIT compiler anymore, which may be important for realtime applications. The disadvantage is that the whole
compilation time is visible by the user at application
launch time. Whether it is acceptable or not depends on
the type and size of the application.
• run-time: this is the classical dynamic JIT configuration
used in most managed environment, where application
functions are compiled on-demand, depending on the
dynamic control flow. In this configuration, the code
can also be re-optimized, based on dynamically collected
information (e.g. hot spots). The advantage compared
to load-time is a better application response time and
the potential to achieve higher performance thanks to
dynamic optimization. The downside is poor execution
time predictability, which can be a problem for real time
systems.
The multiple scenarios offered by a neutral bytecode provide
a smooth and safe path from pure native, static executables
to more dynamic environments. Established industrial flows
need not be dramatically modified. Tools can be replaced stepby-step, while the neutral format is introduced. Install-time
scenario can later be replaced by a load-time scenario and
possibly by a fully dynamic system when needed.
Depending on the specific compiler configuration and runtime environment, different options are available in terms
of the generated CLI flavor and the associated toolchain
and library interaction requirements. Specifically, in the next
subsection, we present some toolchain considerations, while
in Section V we analyze the interaction with native and CLI
libraries.
B. CLI Toolchain Considerations
When CLI is used only as internal compiler format, there is
no need for any specific toolchain support. In this scenario, the
CLI is re-injected in the compiler middle-level original internal
format, from which normal native object files are generated
and then handled by the normal native toolchain. In all the
other scenarios, CLI files must be manipulated (i.e. assembled,
linked, etc.), and therefore a toolchain support is needed.

CLI does not define any standard format for object files
with unresolved references. Instead, it defines the format of
CLI assemblies for executables and libraries, whose external
references, if any, are fully specified (a fully specified reference precisely indicates the external assembly that defines
it). This is a problem for representing C object files in CLI
because external references in C are not fully resolved (it is the
linker’s and the loader’s task to resolve external references).
Static libraries, which are collections of object files, are not
defined either.
The lack of CLI object and library formats is a strong
limitation for the practical use of a CLI-based C compiler,
because many existing C build environments are heavily based
on the existence of such formats. In order to overcome this
problem, the DotGNU project [9] has defined its own object
format and has developed the associated set of tools to support
it, i.e. assembler, linker, disassembler, etc.
We adopted a different solution in which object files are
represented as standard CLI assemblies, and where unresolved
symbols refer to a virtual CLI assembly. Only the linker must
be aware of our assumption. This approach lets us use standard
CLI tools to manipulate the object files.
Another issue arising from the C language is the initialization of global data, which must occur before the main
function is called. In a native flow, initialization data is
generated by the compiler and stored in a dedicated section
(e.g. .data and .bss in ELF format) of the executable.
The content of this section is then copied by the loader into
the appropriate memory location before main is invoked. This
approach is not portable because the layout of global variables
may change, depending on the target processor. Initializers
must be used, instead of raw data.
Initializers are pieces of code that are executed before main
is called. The C standard does not specify how this is achieved
(§5.1.2 of [14]). The CLI way to implement this is to define
a method .cctor on the class that requires initialization,
possibly the class that contains the main. The DotGNU linker
generates code that uses the CLI reflection features to collect,
at runtime, all the initializers, and to invoke them before
starting main.
In our implementation for embedded systems, we had to
avoid the complexity of supporting reflection. Initializers are
merged at link time. The code is inlined and optimized in a
single .cctor function.
IV. C ODE G ENERATION
The CLI bytecode is a much higher-level representation
than a usual processor instruction set: it retains much of
the information present in the programming language (types,
symbol names, function signatures) and does not make any
assumption on the target resources. By definition, the bytecode
is guaranteed to be independent from the actual hardware.
Instead of registers, instructions operate on an unbound set
of locals (which closely match the concept of local variables)
and on elements at the top of an evaluation stack.

i n t main ( ) {
foo ( ) ;
}

main.c
Fig. 2.

unsigned long and double in the implementation
of the function. CLI is very strict and a vararg value
must be extracted with the correct type, otherwise an
exception is raised. But in C, it is not an error to extract
a pointer as an int if they have the same size or to
extract an unsigned int as a signed int or vice
versa. To avoid the exceptions we have to emit the correct
conversions around the call and after the extraction.

void foo ( ) {
/ ∗ do s o m e t h i n g ∗ /
return ;
}

foo.c
Calling functions without prototypes

For these reasons, our CLI port is not a back-end in the usual
sense of GCC. We kept as much as possible the traditional
structure of GCC, but too much of the high-level information
is lost at RTL level. We decided to diverge from the usual
compilation flow at the end of the middle-end passes and to
emit CLI bytecode directly from the GIMPLE representation,
skipping all RTL passes. We introduced a new low-level intermediate representation [15] with knowledge of the evaluation
stack that enables dedicated program optimizations.
This section presents a number of technical issues we
encountered, which are specific to targeting CLI. The first set
relates to Standard C [14]. The second one deals with GNU
extensions.

2) CLI higher level than C: Some constructs of CLI make
it possible to retain higher-level information than it would be
possible with a classical processor instruction set.
•

A. Standard C
Because the design of CLI is significantly different from a
traditional instruction set, it offers a number of new opportunities to the code generator. Additional constraints also derive
from the need to strongly type all the manipulated data.
1) CLI stricter than C: In some cases, the code generation
is not as straightforward as for native code, because CLI is
stricter on types.
• The C90 language [16] lets the programmer call a function even if it has not been declared. The code presented
in Fig.2 is correct. The compiler must assume that the
returned type is int. In the case of the file main.c, the
value is just ignored. In CLI, though, the compiler has to
emit a pop instruction to explicitly ignore the returned
value placed on the stack. Since, in this example, foo
does not return any value, the evaluation stack is empty
and the pop will throw an exception at run time. The
earliest time when this problem can be identified is at
link time, when all object files are put together. If CLI is
used only as an internal format for the compiler, this is a
minor issue with no consequence: the code is translated
to native before linking. If, instead, the object files are
in CLI form and the transition to native is done later
on, the CLI linker has to do some extra work to ensure
correctness. While the simplest cases can be fixed, the
general case is much more complicated.
To simplify the work of the linker, we chose to support
C99, which makes prototypes mandatory (§6.5.2.2 of
[17]).
• When passing arguments to a vararg function, we pass
all integers and pointers of size less than or equal to
32 bits as unsigned int and all other integers as
unsigned long, all floating point values are passed
as double. Similarly, we extract only unsigned int,

•

•

CLI offers a switch(N) instruction that implements a
jump table. It specifies the branch target for each value
of the top of stack in the range [0..N-1]. It is quite
compact (one word per branch target, plus five bytes
overhead) for dense, zero-based ranges of values. It has
the advantage to retain much of the semantics of the
C switch statement, without obscuring the control flow
graph with tables of labels, or additional basic blocks for
the sequences of compare-and-branch instructions. Backends can then decide how to implement the switch, based
on their own heuristics. We split switches with sparse
values into several switches and/or singleton values that
are handled separately with a simple if-statement.
The setjmp/longjmp pair is one of the trickiest corner
cases of the C standard library. It is as close as it gets
to the exception handling mechanism of higher level
languages. For that reason, it can be implemented in CLI
with the exception mechanism. The CLI implementation
of longjmp just throws an exception of a predefined
type. Any occurrence of setjmp must be protected with
a try/catch block, and a leave statement resets the
control flow as needed.
However, this code generation scheme is only appropriate
when the CLI code is meant to be run on an actual virtual
machine. If fed to a install-time or load-time compiler, it
is very unlikely that the complex try/catch code pattern will be recognized and emitted as the C programmer
expects. Instead, very inefficient code (although correct)
is likely to be generated. In this case, it is better to keep
calls to builtins that the install-time or load-time compiler
must recognize and can handle properly.
If we are using CLI for portability, there are a few
peephole or strength reduction optimizations that we do
not want to apply on CLI code. A typical optimizer
replaces multiplications and divisions by powers of 2 by
the corresponding left or right shifts. In our case, since
the generated code is considered an intermediate representation more than actual machine code, it is preferable
to keep the more abstract expression. The optimizations
might obscure the actual computation to the back-end or
to the JIT and inhibit later optimizations, like choosing
an appropriate addressing mode. When CLI is used as an
internal representation and the final target is known, we
want to apply all of the above.

3) Mismatch in concepts: Some concepts of the C language
do not have their exact counterpart in CLI, forcing us to
express them with other means.
•

•

•

Even though CLI defines a type array, it cannot be
used to map C arrays. The reason is that the former are
managed data, entirely under the control of the garbage
collector, and the latter are under the control of the
programmer, they are malloc’ed and free’d memory areas
or allocated on the stack with a precise lifespan. We treat
C arrays as chunks of memory where accesses are done
using pointer arithmetic. All types that end up in an array
have to be completely defined, in particular the layout
of struct/union types has to be done early to be able to
expand the pointer arithmetic.
The concept of bitfield is not present in CLI. We introduce
additional fields and we expand the use of the bitfields
with access to the bigger containers and use shift operations. The drawback is that the native layout may differ
and marshaling will be needed if such data is passed from
CLI to native or vice versa.
We encode type qualifiers (const, volatile and
restrict) in CLI using custom modifiers (Partition II
§7.1.1 of [6]). This information can be used during the
generation of native code to drive optimizations or to
generate more accurate debug information. In addition,
when a variable is marked as volatile, all accesses are
marked with an instruction prefix, as specified by CLI.

In such a case, we simulate the initialization offline, and
store it in a chunk of memory. At runtime, we only have
to do a memcpy. For this optimization to be valid, we
generate both little-endian and big-endian initializers and
choose the correct one at runtime. If the memory images
obtained in the two cases are identical, or if we are using
CLI in a context where we know the endianness of the
target, we emit only one chunk.
B. GNU Extensions
Since our development is a port of GCC, we considered
supporting some GNU extensions [18].
•

4) Portability issues: Portability considerations and the
need for reasonable performance also have an impact on the
code generation.
•

•

•

In CLI, we could reference the fields of structs and unions
by name and the computation of the layout, unless they
are used in an array or they contain bitfields. Their size
and alignment must be known at compile time to generate
the proper pointer arithmetic needed to access the array.
When compiling for a specific target, we can directly use
the target rules for size and alignment of types. If, instead,
we focus on portability, we use natural alignment. The
transition from CLI to native needs marshaling.
va_list is an opaque type in C, but its size and
alignment must be known at compilation time, so that it
can be used inside structures or in arrays. CLI provides
the type ArgIterator to handle this language feature,
but it is opaque as well. We map va_list to a pointer
to ArgIterator: its size and alignment are known at
compile time (those of a pointer), and we can statically
compute the layout of structures and arrays that contain
va_list fields.
For portability reasons, all initializations of local and
global variables are expanded. In case of a global variable, we create a function, and we mark it so that the
linker recognizes it. In our run-time model, they will all
be collected and run before the execution of main.
To avoid code bloat, we optimize the initialization of
arrays, structs and unions when the initializer is constant.

•

•

GCC defines attributes on variables, functions and types.
There are three main categories:
1) information to be used only by the front-end,
2) properties of the object they are attached to,
3) and those directed to the target (information for the
linker, . . . )
The first category does not affect our back-end, since the
information they provide has already been consumed. For
examples, __attribute__((unused)) instructs the
compiler to ignore unused variables.
We pass down the information provided by the second
category generating CLI attributes in the assembly, so
that the second compiler can take advantage of this
added information during its optimization passes; a good
example of this category is the attribute pure or const
attached to functions.
Keeping the ones in the third category makes sense only
if we know the final target and if we are not compiling
for portability; a good example would be the section
attribute attached to functions, the concept of which
section is present on a target is not portable.
The asm keyword lets a developer write inline assembly code in the body of a C function. It can be for
performance reason, or to execute an instruction whose
semantics is not captured by the C language. Typical
examples are instructions to flush the cache, or specific
instructions the compiler is not able to exploit. For
portability, asm expects CLI bytecodes. The difficulty
comes from the execution stack. CLI requires that the
maximum depth be encoded in the function header. The
compiler computes it while emitting code. However, asm
is opaque to the compiler. The syntax must be extended
to express the variation of the evaluation stack depth.
However, when CLI is used only as an internal representation (the target is known and the developer may even not
be aware of the internal use of CLI) the right choice for
the implementation of asm is to use the native assembler
of the target.
The GNU extension Labels As Values lets the user take
the address of a label and store it, in order to use it later
as the target of a goto. CLI does not allow jumps to
computed addresses. We associate an ID to each label
whose address is taken. The IDs are stored instead of

i n t main ( i n t c , char ∗∗ v )
{
void∗ l a b e l s []=
{&&l 1 ,&& l 2 ,&& l 3 } ;
int val = atoi (v [ 1 ] ) ;
goto ∗ l a b e l s [ 0 ] ;
l 1 : p r i n t f ( ” 1\n ” ) ;
l 2 : p r i n t f ( ” 2\n ” ) ;
l3 : return 0;
}

call ’ atoi ’ . . .
ldc . i4 4
mul
l d l o c a ’ l a b e l s ?1 ’
add
ldind . i
s w i t c h ( ? l3 , ? l2 , ? l 1 )
? l 1 : . . . p r i n t f (”1\ n ” )
? l 2 : . . . p r i n t f (”2\ n ” )
? l3 :

CLI Library
Wrapper

CLI calls

CLI calls

CLI
Application
CLI calls

Fig. 3.

Implementation of the GNU extension Labels as Values
Fig. 4.

•

•

the addresses. The goto is then replaced by a switch.
See Fig.3 for an example of code. The major drawback
of this implementation is its poor performance, when the
programmer probably used it to optimize the code. The
main interest of implementing it is to compile legacy
code.
Many cases of nested functions are trivially supported
because GCC already rewrites them as standard functions,
passing extra parameters when needed. The case when
the address of the nested function is taken is trickier,
because we need to create a trampoline. A JIT can use the
reflection to generate the correct trampoline at runtime.
GCC also provides a vector extension. The programmer
can specify that some types represent packed scalar
types. Operations on these types directly map to SIMD
instructions when they are available in the instruction set.
Vector types and instructions can also be generated by
the auto-vectorizer [19]. When emitting CLI code, we
map these types and operators to builtins proposed by the
Mono project in the library Mono.Simd.dll. They are then
recognized by the Mono JIT which emits efficient native
SIMD code. We have shown that this vectorized bytecode
is portable and that it runs efficiently, even when the target
instruction set does not contain SIMD extensions [20],
thanks to the library.
V. L IBRARIES

The bytecode provides only processor independence.
Achieving platform independence is a much wider objective,
because it implies also the virtualization of the operating
system and a large collection of standard libraries. One of
the strengths of Java and the Microsoft .NET environment
is indeed the availability of a large set of standard libraries.
The CLI standard [6] specifies several libraries, grouped into
profiles. Even the smallest one, the Base Class Library, part
of the Kernel Profile, uses extensively most of the high-level
features of the C# language, requiring therefore a full-fledged
CLI virtual machine with support for managed code, reflection,
etc. It is not suitable for our lightweight embedded context.
A. General Case
Instead of trying to approach this aspect by providing our
own libraries (a large development effort), we decouple the
problem by addressing the issues of integrating the code
derived from our CLI compilation flow with existing native
or managed libraries.

pinvoke

CLI libc
Wrapper

CLI Library

Native
Library

pinvoke

native calls

Native libc

CLI calls

CLI wrapper around libc

To interact with native code, CLI provides the pinvoke
primitive to invoke native functions. However, in our context,
it is not enough because of data representation issues. Indeed,
as mentioned in Section IV, the layout of structs and unions
is made explicit in our code generator in order to represent
arrays and for enabling all the classical compiler middlelevel optimizations on pointer arithmetic in the CLI generation
phase. The same representation is kept by the JIT in the
generated native code. On the other hand, native libraries use
their own data layout, which depends on the specific processor
conventions (ABI). These two representations may differ.
There are two approaches for addressing this issue:
• customize the CLI compiler to generate the same data
structure layout as the target processor. This limits the
portability to processors with identical layouts.
• develop wrappers around libraries to marshal the arguments of pinvoke calls, according to the target processor ABI. The advantage of this option is that we do not
customize the CLI code to any specific processor ABI,
so it remains portable. Only the wrappers need to be
developed, making it possible to reuse existing libraries,
even in the absence of source code.
In the latter configuration, libraries consist of two parts: a
CLI wrapper and the unmodified native library. Because of this
split, special care must be taken when the libraries interact, as
highlighted in the following subsection.
B. Multi-library Interaction
Libraries interact. When using wrappers, we must pay
particular attention to avoid inconsistencies among library
invocations. As a general rule, wrappers must be stateless.
Consider Fig.4, where the native libc is reached both from
the native part of the library and from the libc wrapper. If
part of the state of libc resides in the libc wrapper, the
native library observes an inconsistent state.
Maximum portability is achieved when a complete library
is provided in CLI, but similar inconsistencies may arise in
case the same library is available also in native form. Again
libc is a good example: a possible way to offer a portable
version of libc is to implement it on top of a standardized
library layer of the CLI standard, as shown in Fig.5. However,
if an application needs also other native libraries in the system,
either directly or through wrappers, and if those libraries
are dependent on the system libc, there is again a risk of
inconsistency, since two complete implementations of libc
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Native
Library

Native
Library

native calls

s t r u c t node {
void∗ d a t a ; /∗ o f f s e t 0 ∗/
s t r u c t node∗ n e x t ; / ∗ o f f s e t ? ∗ /
} foo [ 1 0 ] ;

native calls
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CLI calls
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CLI calls
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CLI calls

libc implemented using mscorlib

would be used concurrently. The only solution to this problem
is to make sure that a wrapped native library is always used
through its wrapper (no other native library uses it directly).
In conclusion, there is no one-fits-all solution to the problem
of libraries. Full-native, native with wrappers, and full-CLI
libraries have pros and cons. Portability and performance
goals, as well as availability of the library source code, play
a role in the choice of the best configuration.
VI. I NTRINSICS AND B UILTINS
Intrinsics are used by programmers when the compiler is
unable to recognize and optimize a critical code pattern. Typical examples are the generation of specific SIMD instructions,
or generally accepted mathematical functions. The CLI code
generator, however, is special in the sense that it does not know
the actual target processor. We end up with two options:
• emit the CLI code sequence that corresponds to the
semantics of the given intrinsic.
• emit a CLI call to a function in a support library that
implements the semantics of the intrinsic. A naming
convention must be agreed upon with the back-end (or
the JIT) to make sure that no actual call is generated, but
rather the appropriate code sequence.
While this former approach is correct, it misses the whole
point of using an intrinsic. The latter relies on the fact that
front-end and back-end agree on the names of the intrinsics.
But even if the name is not recognized, the emitted native code
will still be correct because a library implements the function.
Since inlining is a standard optimization, especially for JIT
compilers, and the implementation of the intrinsic is small, the
function is likely to be inlined, yielding good performance.
Builtins are generated by the compiler itself to carry some
interesting information it knows or discovers. GCC, for example, will map a call to memset() to __builtin_memset.
Some builtins map directly to CLI instructions: for example __builtin_memset can be emitted with a initblk
instruction, __builtin_memcpy with cpblk.
VII. L IMITS
While we aim at full portability of our code, some fundamental issues remain. They can be classified in two categories.
The first one is related to the C language. The second one is
at the border of C and ELF executables.

•

•

CLI defines a type System.IntPtr (or i), which
stands for native integer. Its size is the size of a
pointer on the target machine. In other words, it is
unknown to the compiler. This is a problem for aggregates
(structs or unions) that contains pointers: their size is
unknown as well as the offsets of fields located after
the pointer. Consider the example of Fig.6. The compiler
would not know the size of the structure. An access
to foo[2] would have to be kept symbolic, as in
*(@foo + 2*sizeof(node)). This would be legal
code, but it would also lead to large and inefficient
code, lacking many optimizations like induction variables
simplifications. While possible in theory, it would also
add extra burden to CLI consumer which may need to
apply additional optimizations at run time. The main
idea of splitting the compiler in two parts is to have a
complex one that goes from C to CLI and a lighter one
that translates CLI in native code [4]. Leaving all accesses
in symbolic form would achieve exactly the opposite. The
first compiler cannot do almost any optimization and all
the work has to be done by the second one. We did not
consider it realistic in practice.
We decided to write a CLI generator for a 32-bit machine.
A port for a 64-bit machine is obtained by simply
changing a parameter in the machine description file.
Endianness is a key characteristic of a processor. The
code produced by our code generator does not depend on
it. In some cases, as an optimization, we have to generate
two versions with a guard, as explained in Section IV.
However, application code that explicitly depends on the
endianness, for example thanks to conditional compilation directives (#ifdef LITTLE_ENDIAN) cannot be
compiled.
The C language used to produce an ELF shared library
allows the library to refer to a global variable defined
in the main program. See Fig.7 for an example. This is
possible because of the way ELF names symbols, in this
case simply the string “x”. Conversely, CLI uses a more
precise naming convention: an object is always referenced
with its own name and the name of the assembly that
defines it. In this case, x comes from whatever main
program links with libfoo.
We believe that this programming style is obsolete and
should be avoided. Unfortunately, many legacy projects
depend on it. A solution is to use x as a reference and
to mark it with a special attribute. The linker then has to
resolve the symbol by initializing the address of x with
the proper value. This is how a native linker would handle
the situation, using relocations. The induced cost is not
different.

extern void l i b f o o ( void ) ;
i n t x ; /∗ g l o b a l ∗/
i n t main ( ) {
x = 2;
libfoo ();
}

extern int x ;
void l i b f o o ( ) {
use ( x ) ;
}

main.c
Fig. 7.

Library referencing a global variable

extern int x ;
i n t main ( ) {
use ( x )
...
}

main.c
Fig. 8.

•

libfoo.c

i n t x ; /∗ g l o b a l ∗/
void foo ( ) {
x = 17;
}

libfoo.c

Main program referencing a variable declared in a library

A similar, but more frequent, pattern is to define a global
variable in a library, to expose a global state to the user,
as shown in Fig.8. For example, some implementations of
C might define errno (§7.5 of [14]) as a global integer
variable of libc. In a scenario where a native libc
is used, there is no assembly name, and CLI is missing
a feature to access a variable in a native library (only
functions can be accessed using pinvoke). A solution
is to create a native library with getter/setter functions for
the variable and call them using pinvoke.
VIII. C ONCLUSION

The main purpose of this article is not to present performance results or to show any kind of dramatic improvement,
but rather to analyze the challenges and opportunities that
derive from the compilation of the C language to a CLI
framework. A slight degradation of performance and/or code
size is actually an acceptable price for the advantages brought
by virtualization and split-compilation to embedded systems.
We implemented our code generator in the GCC compiler
version 4.4 [12]. Our experiments show that CLI binaries
are 1% larger than native x86 and 12% smaller than SH4, both quite dense instruction sets. Install-time configuration
shows a 2% and 1% average slowdown compared to native
x86 and SH-4 respectively. The interested reader can refer to
[7] for a discussion of code size and to [8] for performance
issues. Usage of builtins and intrinsics, in particular for autovectorization is discussed in [20].
This paper illustrates our CLI-based C compilation flow
and the solutions to the challenges of efficiently mapping the
C language CLI. We address code generation, libraries and
compiler intrinsics and builtins. We also show how a standard
C compilation flow can be designed using CLI, without
breaking the compatibility with existing build environments.
Finally, we discuss the limits of the approach.
Our long term goal is to explore solutions for one of
the major problems of the embedded market, which is the
low software productivity, derived from the extremely high
diversity of the target processors. Processor virtualization is

necessarily an important element of a possible solution. Our
conclusion is that by choosing a well suited processor internal
format, such as CLI, it is indeed possible to design a solution
based on a highly customizable C toolchain and a lightweight
runtime environment, extending the applicability of processor
virtualization techniques to the huge C-based software legacy.
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